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In the September 2014 issue of *BioTechniques*, an error occurred during printing of the Rombach et al. article, resulting in the omission of two figures. Both omitted figures are provided below, and we have corrected the PDF and HTML versions of this article online. We apologize for any confusion this error may have caused.

**Figure 2.** Amplification plots and threshold lines used to derive the $C_q$s depicted in Figure 1. Plots were normalized with the Rotor-Gene 6000 software, version 1.7 (Corbett Research, Mortlake, NSW, Australia). Amplification plots are shown for un-aged samples and samples stored for one year (untreated reference, trehalose stabilized, and xanthan stabilized). Each plot represents the mean value of triplicate reactions at each cycle (except for the 6-FAM–BHQ1 and Cy5–BHQ2 labeled probes treated with trehalose where only two data points are available).

**Figure 3.** Raw data of the amplification plots depicted in Figure 2. Amplification plots are shown for un-aged samples and samples stored for one year (untreated reference, trehalose stabilized, and xanthan stabilized). Each plot represents the mean value of triplicates at each cycle (except for the 6-FAM–BHQ1 and Cy5–BHQ2 labeled probes treated with trehalose where only two data points are available).